This internship at the Freer Family Community Youth Center (YC) is intended to develop competency in youth work and a functional understanding of youth development. The YC intern will be exposed to youth development practices, gain experience interacting directly with students, and discover his/her own personal style and strengths in youth engagement.

Internship General Responsibilities:

- Maintain the safety and wellbeing of YC members
- Engage and value YC members
- Use the Relational Discipline model or the guidance of YC Staff to respond appropriately to members who become agitated, disrespectful, volatile, misbehave, or break YC rules
- Help members resolve conflicts with each other (using staff mediation, if necessary)
- Maintain professional boundaries with YC members
- Help in the supervision and facilitating large/small group games (in the YC, in the gym, outside)
- Keep regular communication with YC staff
- Attend any scheduled staff meetings, giving reasonable notice if unavailable
- Attend any events or field trips when available, giving reasonable notice if unavailable
- Any additionally assigned tasks or responsibilities

Requirements: Criminal background check, Pennsylvania Child Abuse History Clearance (CY 113), and Act 151 (Child Abuse) background check